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Abstract This work focuses on the problem of multi-label
learning with missing labels (MLML), which aims to la-
bel each test instance with multiple class labels given train-
ing instances that have an incomplete/partial set of these la-
bels (i.e. some of their labels are missing). The key point
to handle missing labels is propagating the label informa-
tion from the provided labels to missing labels, through a
dependency graph that each label of each instance is treated
as a node. We build this graph by utilizing different types of
label dependencies. Specifically, the instance-level similar-
ity is served as undirected edges to connect the label nodes
across different instances and the semantic label hierarchy
is used as directed edges to connect different classes. This
base graph is referred to as the mixed dependency graph,
as it includes both undirected and directed edges. Further-
more, we present another two types of label dependencies
to connect the label nodes across different classes. One is
the class co-occurrence, which is also encoded as undirected
edges. Combining with the above base graph, we obtain a
new mixed graph, called MG-CO (mixed graph with co-
occurrence). The other is the sparse and low rank decom-
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position of the whole label matrix, to embed high-order de-
pendencies over all labels. Combining with the base graph,
the new mixed graph is called as MG-SL (mixed graph with
sparse and low rank decomposition). Based on MG-CO and
MG-SL, we further propose two convex transductive formu-
lations of the MLML problem, denoted as MLMG-CO and
MLMG-SL respectively. In both formulations, the instance-
level similarity is embedded through a quadratic smoothness
term, while the semantic label hierarchy is used as a linear
constraint. In MLMG-CO, the class co-occurrence is also
formulated as a quadratic smoothness term, while the sparse
and low rank decomposition is incorporated into MLMG-
SL, through two additional matrices (one is assumed as sparse,
and the other is assumed as low rank) and an equivalence
constraint between the summation of this two matrices and
the original label matrix. Interestingly, two important appli-
cations, including image annotation and tag based image re-
trieval, can be jointly handled using our proposed methods.
Experimental results on several benchmark datasets show
that our methods lead to significant improvements in per-
formance and robustness to missing labels over the state-of-
the-art methods.
Keywords Multi-label Learning · Missing Labels · Mixed
Dependency Graphs · Image Annotation · Image Retrieval
1 Introduction
In machine learning, multi-label learning refers to the setting
where each data item can be associated to multiple classes
simultaneously. For example, in image annotation, an image
can be annotated using several tags; in document topic anal-
ysis, a document can be associated with multiple topics. Al-
though there are several multi-label learning methods in the
literature [57][58], most of these require complete labelling
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Fig. 1 The left column includes two example images from the ESP Game [40] dataset, and their corresponding features and labels are shown in
other columns. The solid box denotes a provided label, while the dashed box indicates a missing label. The red (semantic hierarchical dependency),
green (instance similarity), and blue (class co-occurrence) edges constitute the mixed graph with co-occurrence (MG-CO); The red, green edges
and the sparse and low rank decomposition of the whole label matrix constitute the mixed graph with sparse and low rank decomposition (MG-SL).
of training examples, i.e., for every pair of training example
and class label, their association needs to be provided.
However, complete labelling is usually infeasible in prac-
tice. Most training instances are only partially labelled, with
some or all of the labels not provided/missing. Let us con-
sider the task of large-scale image annotation, where the
number of classes/tags is large (e.g., using labels of Ima-
geNet [14]). Practically, a human annotator can only con-
sider to annotate each training image with a subset of a po-
tentially large and diverse set of tags. Furthermore, in many
cases, due to the semantic similarities in the tags, some tags
are typically left unchecked, e.g., an image tagged with “Ger-
man Shepherd” may usually not be tagged also with “Dog”.
Such a learning setting is referred to as the multi-label learn-
ing with missing labels (MLML) problem [47,55].
As labels are usually related by semantic meanings or
co-occurrences, the key to learning from missing labels is a
good model to represent label dependency. One widely used
model for label dependency is an undirected graph, through
which the label information can be propagated among dif-
ferent instances and among different classes. For example,
the label dependency between a pair of labels, such as in-
stance similarity and class co-occurrence can be represented
using such a graph (see green and blue edges in Fig. 1).
However, as stated in [47,50], the class co-occurrence de-
rived from training labels can be inaccurate and biased when
many missing labels exist. One alleviation method is to es-
timate co-occurrence relations from an auxiliary and possi-
bly more comprehensive source (such as Wikipedia) [26].
Another alternative is utilizing a class dependency that is
independent of the provided labels. One widely used depen-
dency in multi-label learning is the low rank assumption that
the rank of the label matrix, where one row corresponds to
one class, and each column indicates one instance, should be
smaller than the number of rows (i.e., classes). Although this
assumption has been successfully used in many multi-label
models [25,55], as indicated in [52], the low rank assump-
tion is difficult to be fully satisfied due to the existence of tail
labels (i.e., the rare labels that occur in very few instances,
thus they are difficult to be represented by the linear com-
binations of other labels). Instead, the sparse and low-rank
decomposition that has been successfully used in other ap-
plications like image alignment [30] or visual tracking [59]
can be used in multi-label learning, to assume that the label
matrix can be decomposed to the addition of one sparse and
one low-rank matrices. Compared to the pure low rank as-
sumption, this decomposition is more flexible to ensure the
validity of the low rank assumption in practical multi-label
problems. In this work we propose to combine the instance-
level similarity with the class co-occurrence, or the sparse
and low rank decomposition respectively.
The semantic dependency between two classes, such as
“animal→horse” and “plant→grass” as shown in Fig. 1, can
foster further label dependencies and improve label predic-
tions in the test. To handle this requirement, a new set of
constraints is introduced to require that the label score (e.g.,
the presence probability) of the parent class cannot be lower
than that of its child class. This is traditionally referred to
as the semantic hierarchical constraint [2,48]. The undi-
rected graph (with instance similarity and class co-occurrence
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edges or the global sparse and low rank decomposition) can-
not guarantee that the final label predictions will satisfy all
semantic hierarchy constraints. To address this problem, we
add semantic dependencies into the graph as directed edges,
thus, resulting in an overall mixed dependency graph that
encourages (or enforces) three types of label dependencies.
The graph embedding the class co-occurrence is referred to
as mixed graph with co-occurrence (MG-CO), while the one
with the sparse and low rank decomposition is denoted as
mixed graph with sparse and low rank decomposition (MG-
SL). Please refer to Fig. 1 for an example of these models.
The goal of this work is to learn from partially labeled
training instances and to correctly predict the labels of test-
ing instances that satisfy the semantic hierarchical constraints.
Motivated by [47,50], a discrete objective function is formu-
lated to simultaneously encourage consistency between pre-
dicted and ground truth labels and encode traditional label
dependencies (instance similarity with class co-occurrence
or with sparse and low rank decomposition). Whereas, se-
mantic hierarchical constraints are incorporated as hard lin-
ear constraints in the matrix optimization. The discrete prob-
lem is further relaxed to a convex problem, which is solved
using ADMM [3].
Contributions: (1) We address the MLML problem by us-
ing a mixed dependency graph to encode a network of la-
bel dependencies: instance similarity, class co-occurrence or
sparse and low rank decomposition, as well as semantic hi-
erarchical constraint. (2) Learning on the mixed dependency
graph is formulated as a linearly constrained convex matrix
optimization problem that is amenable to efficient solvers.
(3) We conduct extensive experiments on the task of image
annotation to show the superiority of our method in com-
parison to the state-of-the-art. (4) We augment labelling of
several widely used datasets, including Corel 5k [15], ESP
Game [40], IAPRTC-12 [23] and MediaMill [35], with a
semantic hierarchy drawn from Wordnet [17]. This ground
truth augmentation will be made publicly available to en-
able further researches on the MLML problem in computer
vision.
Compared to the previous conference version of this work
[48], the additional novelties in this manuscript are three-
fold. (1) We adopt the CNN extracted features on ESP Game
and IAPRTC-12 of which the original images are available,
and the experimental performances are significantly improved
compared to the one using traditional features. (2) The sparse
and low rank decomposition is utilized to provide an alter-
native to the class co-occurrence, leading to further perfor-
mance improvements. (3) More detailed experimental com-
parisons are provided to evaluate the influences of different
label dependencies. (4) The experimental results of image
retrieval are added.
2 Related Work
In the literature of multi-label learning, the previous works
that are designed to handle missing labels can be generally
partitioned into four categories. First, the missing labels are
directly treated as negative labels, including [10,37,5,11,1,
42,43,12]. Common to these methods is that the label bias is
brought into the objective function. As a result, their perfor-
mance is greatly affected when massive ground-truth posi-
tive labels are initialized as negative labels. Second, filling in
missing labels is treated as a matrix completion (MC) prob-
lem, including [22,6,53]. The recent LEML method [55]
cast the MLML problem into the empirical risk minimiza-
tion (ERM) framework. Both MC models and LEML are
based on the low rank assumption of the whole label matrix.
In contrast, the sparse and low rank decomposition is intro-
duced to multi-label learning in a recent work [52]. Third,
missing labels are treated as latent variables in probabilistic
models, including the model based on Bayesian networks
[25,39] and conditional restricted Boltzmann machines (CR-
BM). Last, Wu et al. [47] defined three label states, includ-
ing positive labels +1, negative labels −1 and missing la-
bels 0, to avoid the label bias. However, the two solutions
proposed in [47] involves matrix inversion, which limits the
scalability to handle larger datasets. Wu et al. [50] proposed
an inductive model based on the framework of regularized
logistic regression. It also adopts three label states and a
hinge loss function to avoid the label bias. However, the
classifier parameters corresponding to each class have to be
learned sequentially. Furthermore, the computational cost
of this method increases significantly with the number of
classes, thus, this method becomes prohibitive for very large
datasets.
Hierarchical multi-label learning (HML) [21] has been
applied to problems where the label hierarchy exists, such
as image annotation [38], text classification [33,34] and pro-
tein function prediction. [2,54]. Except for a few cases, most
existing HML methods only consider the learning problem
of complete hierarchical labels. However, in real problems,
the incomplete hierarchical labels commonly occur, such
as in image annotation. Yu et al. [54] recently proposed a
method to handle the incomplete hierarchical labels. How-
ever, the semantic hierarchy and the multi-label learning are
used separately, such that the semantic hierarchical constraint
can not be fully satisfied. Deng et al. [13] developed a CRF
model for object classification. The semantic hierarchical
constraint and missing labels are also incorporated into this
model. However, a significant difference is that [13] focuses
on a single object in each instance, while there are multiple
object in each instance in our problem.
In the application of image annotation, both missing la-
bels and semantic hierarchy have been explored in many
previous works, such as [37,5,11,51,28,19,7,49,27] (miss-
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ing labels) and [38,46,45] (semantic hierarchy). However,
to the best of our knowledge, no previous work in image an-
notation has extensively studied missing labels and semantic
hierarchy simultaneously. Note that the semantic hierarchi-
cal constraint used in our model is similar to the ranking
constraint [18,5] that is widely used in multi-label rank-
ing models, but there are significant differences. First, the
ranking constraint used in these models means the predicted
value of the provided positive label should be larger than that
of the provided negative label, while the semantic hierarchi-
cal constraint involves the ranking of the predicted values
between a pair of parent and classes. Besides, the ranking
constraint is always incorporated as the loss function, while
the semantic hierarchical constraint is formulated as the lin-
ear constraint in our model.
3 Problem and Model
3.1 Problem Definition
Our method takes as input two matrices: a data matrix X =
[x1, · · · ,xn] ∈ Rd×n, which aggregates the d-dimensional
feature vectors of all n (training and testing) instances, and
a label matrix Y = [y1, · · · ,yn] ∈ {0, 12 ,+1}m×n, which
aggregates the m-dimensional label vectors of all instances.
That is to say each instance xi can take one or more labels
from the m different classes {c1, . . . , cm}. Its correspond-
ing label vector yi = Y.i determines its membership to
each of these classes. For example, if Yji = +1, then xi
is a member of cj and if Yji = 0, then xi is not a mem-
ber of this class. However, if Yji = 12 , then the member-
ship of xi to cj is considered unknown (i.e., it has a miss-
ing label). Correspondingly, all m labels of each testing in-
stance xk are missing, i.e., yk = 121. The semantic hier-
archy is encoded as another matrix: Φ = [φ1, . . . ,φne ] ∈
Rm×ne , with ne being the number of directed edges. φi =
[0, . . . , 1, . . . ,−1, . . . , 0]> denotes the index vector of the
i-th directed edge (see Fig. 1), with φi(iparent) = 1 and
φi(ichild) = −1, while all other entries are 0.
Our goal is to obtain a complete label matrix Z ∈ {+1,
0}m×n that satisfies the following properties.
1. Z is consistent with the provided (not missing) labels in
Y, i.e., Zij = Yij if Yij 6= 12 .
2. Z satisfies the instance-level label similarity. It assumes
that xi and xj have similar features, then their corre-
sponding predicted labels (i.e., the ith and jth column
of Z) should be similar.
3. Z follows the class-level label similarity. It assumes that
if the co-occurrence between two classes is high, then
they will be likely to co-exist at many instances, i.e., the
corresponding two row vectors of Z are similar.
4. Z can be decomposed as the sum of a sparse matrix and
a low rank matrix, i.e., Z = H0 + H1 with H0 being
low rank and H1 being sparse. The rationale of the low
rank assumption is that one class could be represented
by its related classes. However, due to the existence of
tailed labels, the low rank assumption is unlikely to be
exactly satisfied. Thus, the sparse matrix is introduced to
include the tailed labels, then the remaining label matrix
could be low rank.
5. Z is consistent with the semantic hierarchy Φ. To en-
force this, we ensure that if ca is the parent of cb, a hard
constraint is applied, which guarantees that the score
(the presence probability) of ca should not be smaller
than the score of cb. This constraint ensures that the final
predicted labels are consistent with the semantic hierar-
chical constraint.
Note that both criteria (3) and (4) embed the class-level
label dependencies, with (3) being pairwise while (4) being
high-order. We propose two models to combine (1,2,3,5) and
(1,2,4,5) respectively. Note that we can utilize both criteria
(3) and (4) to construct a more general model, but to evalu-
ate their different effects, in this manuscript we evaluate two
models separately. By jointly incorporating all four criteria
in model 1 or 2, the label information is propagated from
provided labels to the missing labels. In what follows, we
give a detailed exposition of how these criteria can be math-
ematically encoded in one unified optimization framework.
3.2 Label Consistency
The label consistency of Z with Y is enforced using
n,m∑
i,j
Yij(Yij − Zij) = const− tr(Y>Z), (1)
where const = tr(Y
>
Y), and Y is defined as Yij = (2Yij−
1) ∗ τij , with τij being a penalty factor mismatches between
Yij and Zij . We set τij in the following manner. If Yij = 0,
then τij = r− > 0, if Yij = +1, then τij = r+ > r−, and
if Yij = 12 , then τij = 0. That is to say a higher penalty is
incurred if a ground truth label is +1 but is predicted as 0,
as compared to the reverse case. This idea reflects the obser-
vation that most entries of Y in many multi-label datasets
(with a relatively large number of classes) are 0 and that +1
labels are rare (see the data statistics in Table 2). Of course,
missing labels are not penalized.
3.3 Instance-level Label Dependency
Similar to [47,50], we incorporate the instance-level label
similarity (i.e., criteria (2)) using the regularization term in
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Eq. (2).
tr(ZLXZ
>) =
m,n,n∑
k,i,j
WX(i, j)
2
[
Zki√
dX(i)
− Zkj√
dX(j)
]2
,
(2)
where the instance similarity matrix WX is defined as: WX
(i, j) = exp (−‖xi−xj‖2εiεj ). The kernel size εi = ‖xi− xh‖2
and xh is the h-th nearest neighbour of xi (measured by
the Euclidean distance). Similar to [47], we set h = 7. The
normalization term dX(i) =
∑n
j WX(i, j) makes the reg-
ularization term invariant to different scaling factors of el-
ements in WX [41]. The normalized Laplacian matrix is
LX = I − D−
1
2
X WXD
− 12
X with DX = diag
(
dX(1), · · · ,
dX(n)
)
.
3.4 Class-level Label Dependency
Here, we consider three types of class-level label dependen-
cies, namely class co-occurrence, sparse and low rank de-
composition and semantic hierarchy.
Class co-occurrence: This dependency is encoded using the
regularization term in Eq. (3).
tr(Z>LCZ) =
n,m,m∑
k,i,j
WC(i, j)
2
[
Zik√
dC(i)
− Zjk√
dC(j)
]2
.
(3)
Here, we define the class similarity matrix WC as: WC(i, j)
=
<Yi·,Yj·>
‖Yi·‖·‖Yj·‖ , ∀i 6= j and WC(i, i) = 0. The normalized
Laplacian matrix is defined as LC = I − D−
1
2
C WCD
− 12
C
with DC = diag
(
dC(1), · · · ,dC(m)
)
.
Sparse and low rank decomposition: The sparse and low
rank decomposition assumes that the label matrix Z can be
decomposed to the addition of a sparse matrix H1 and a low
rank matrix H0, as follows,
min
H0,H1
γ0rank(H0) + γ1 ‖ H1 ‖1,1, s.t. Z = H0 + H1. (4)
However, it is known that the minimization of rank(H0) is
intractable in general [32]. A widely used solution to min-
imize its convex approximation [16], i.e., the nuclear norm
‖ H0 ‖∗=
∑min{m,n}
i=1 σi(H0), with σi(H0) being the i-
th singular value of H0. Then the approximation of (4) is
formulated as
min
H0,H1
γ0 ‖ H0 ‖∗ +γ1 ‖ H1 ‖1,1, s.t. Z = H0 + H1. (5)
Semantic hierarchical constraint: To enforce the seman-
tic hierarchical constraint (i.e., criteria (5)), we apply the
following constraint: Z(iparent, j) ≥ Z(ichild, j), ∀i =
1, . . . , ne,∀j = 1, . . . , n. The resulting constraints can be
aggregated in matrix form,
Φ>Z ≥ 0, (6)
where Φ = [φ1, . . . ,φne ] ∈ Rm×ne . φi = [0, . . . , 1, . . . ,
−1, . . . , 0]> is the indicator vector of the i-th directed edge
ei = (iparent → ichild), withφi(iparent) = 1 andφi(ichild)
= −1, with all other entries being 0.
4 MLML using Mixed Dependency Graph with
Co-occurrence (MLMG-CO)
By combining those four properties formulated in Eqs. (1,2,3,
6), we construct a mixed dependency graph to connect all
label nodes (i.e., all entries in Z), referred to as mixed de-
pendency graph with co-occurrence (MG-CO). Using MG-
CO, we formulate the MLML problem as a binary matrix
optimization problem, where the linear combination of Eqs.
(1,2,3) forms the objective and Eq. (6) enforces the semantic
hierarchical constraints.
min
Z
− tr(Y>Z) + βtr(ZLXZ>) + γtr(Z>LCZ),
s.t. Z ∈ {0, 1}m×n, Φ>Z ≥ 0, (7)
which is referred to as MLMG-CO. The three terms in the
objective function correspond to Eqs. (2,3,6) respectively.
Due to the binary constraint on Z, it is difficult to efficiently
solve this discrete problem. Thus, we use a conventional box
relaxation, which relaxes Z to take on values in [0, 1]m×n.
Since both LX and LC are positive semi-definite (PSD), it is
easy to prove that the relaxed problem of Eq. (28) is a convex
quadratic problem (QP) with linear matrix constraints (refer
to the Appendix A for the detailed proof of the convexity).
min
Z
− tr(Y>Z) + βtr(ZLXZ>) + γtr(Z>LCZ),
s.t. Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n, Φ>Z ≥ 0. (8)
Due to its convexity and smoothness, the MLMG-CO prob-
lem can be efficiently solved by many solvers. In this work,
we adopt the alternative direction of method of multipliers
(ADMM) [3], which decomposes the optimization problem
into several steps that are easy to implement and intuitive to
understand.
4.1 ADMM Algorithm for MLMG-CO
Following the conventional ADMM framework [3], we firstly
formulate the augmented Lagrange function of Problem (28),
by introducing a non-negative slack variable Q ∈ Rne×n,
Lρ(Z,Q,Λ) = βtr(ZLXZ
>) + γtr(Z>LCZ)− tr(Y>Z)
+ tr[Λ>(Φ>Z−Q)] + ρ
2
||(Φ>Z−Q)||2F , (9)
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where Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n and Q ≥ 0. Here, ΛΦ ∈ Rne×n is
the Lagrange multiplier (dual variable), ρ > 0 is a penalty
parameter, and || · ||F denotes the matrix Frobenius norm.
Then we want to solve the following problem
min
Z,Q
max
Λ
Lρ(Z,Q,Λ), s.t. Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n,Q ≥ 0. (10)
It can be minimized by alternatively solving the following
sub-problems, with t being the iteration index of the ADMM
algorithm.
Sub-problem with respect to Z: The update of Zt+1 is ob-
tained by the following sub-problem,
Zt+1 = argmin
Z∈[0,1]m×n
Lρ(Z,Qt,Λt) (11)
= tr[A
>
t Z] + tr[ZBtZ
>] + tr[Z>CtZ]
where At = −Y + ΦΛt − ρΦQt, Bt = βLX and Ct =
γLC+
ρ
2ΦΦ
>. Clearly, ΦΦ> is positive semi-definite (PSD),
so Ct is PSD. Considering that Bt is also PSD, thus Prob-
lem (11) is a convex quadratic programming (QP) problem
with box constraints. It can be efficiently solved using pro-
jected gradient descent (PGD) with exact line search [4].
Projected gradient descent. The gradient of the objective
function (11) with respect to Z and the step size are com-
puted as
∇Zk = Ak + 2ZkBk + 2CkZk, (12)
ηk = argmin
η>0
Lρ(Zk − η∇Zk,Qt,Λt) (13)
=
1
2 tr[A
>
k∇Zk] + tr[ZkBk∇Z>k ] + tr[∇Z>k CkZk]
tr[∇ZkBk∇Z>k ] + tr[∇Z>k Ck∇Zk]
,
where k indicates the iteration index of PGD. Then Z is up-
dated as follows:
Zk+1 = min(1,max(0,Zk − ηk∇Zk)). (14)
The result of the final iteration of PGD will be used as the
solution to Problem (11), i.e., Zt+1. As Problem (11) is con-
vex, PGD is guaranteed to converge to the global optimal so-
lution. However, to reduce the computational cost, we stop
this update step only after a few PGD iterations. This heuris-
tic makes the convergence of the overall ADMM much faster,
without any considerable effect on performance.
Sub-problems with respect to Q and Λ: The updates for
Qt+1 and Λt+1 are closed form,
Qt+1 = argmin
Q≥0
Lρ(Zt+1,Q,Λt) (15)
= max(0,Φ>Zt+1 +
1
ρ
Λ>t )
Λt+1 = Λt + ρ[Φ
>Zt+1 −Qt+1]. (16)
According to the analysis in [20,31], the above ADMM
algorithm is guaranteed to converge to the global minimum
of Problem (28). Note that if without the semantic hierarchi-
cal constraints shown in (6), Problem (28) can be more effi-
ciently solved by the PGD algorithm, rather than by ADMM.
5 MLML using the Mixed Dependency Graph with
Sparse and Low Rank Decomposition (MLMG-SL)
In this section we propose another formulation of the MLML
problem, based on the mixed dependency graph with sparse
and low rank decomposition (MG-SL) constructed by Eqs.
(1,2,5,6), as follows:
min
Z,H0,H1
βtr(ZLXZ
>) + γ0‖H0‖∗ + γ1‖H1‖1,1 − tr(Y>Z)
s.t. Z = H0 + H1,Φ>Z ≥ 0,Z ∈ {0, 1}m×n, (17)
which is referred to as MLMG-SL. Similarly, the binary
constraint {0, 1} is also relaxed to the box constraint [0, 1],
then the relaxed continuous problem becomes
min
Z,H0,H1
− [αtr(Y>Z) + (1− α)tr(Y>(H0 + H1))] (18)
+ βtr(ZLXZ
>) + γ0‖H0‖∗ + γ1‖H1‖1,1
s.t. Z = H0 + H1,Φ>Z ≥ 0,Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n.
Note that we have adopted a new loss term in (18) by intro-
ducing a trade-off parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Due to the constraint
Z = H0 + H1, this new loss term is equivalent to the old
loss term in (17). The benefit is the larger flexibility, leading
to a more stable convergence in the optimization process. As
demonstrated in [30], both ‖H0‖∗ and ‖H1‖1,1 are convex.
Considering the convex smoothness term tr(ZLXZ>) and
the linear constraints, the optimization problem in (18) is
also convex. We solve it again using the ADMM algorithm.
5.1 ADMM Algorithm for MLMG-SL
The augmented Laplacian function of Problem (18) is for-
mulated as follows
Lρ1,ρ2(Z,Q,H0,H1,Λ1,Λ2) = −[αtr(Y
>
Z) + (1− α)
tr(Y
>
(H0 + H1))] + βtr(ZLXZ
>) + γ0‖H0‖∗ + γ1‖H1‖1,1
+ tr[(Λ>1 (Z− (H0 + H1))] + tr[Λ>2 (Φ>Z−Q)]
+
ρ1
2
‖Z− (H0 + H1)‖2F +
ρ2
2
‖Φ>Z−Q‖2F , (19)
where Λ1 ∈ Rm×n and Λ2 ∈ Rne×n are two dual variables,
and ρ1, ρ2 > 0 are penalty parameters. Then we need to
solve the following optimization problem
min
Z,Q,H0,H1
max
Λ1,Λ2
Lρ1,ρ2(Z,Q,H0,H1,Λ1,Λ2), (20)
which can be alternatively solved by optimizing the follow-
ing sub-problems.
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Sub-problem with respect to Z:
Zt+1 = argmin
Z∈[0,1]m×n
Lρ1,ρ2(Z,Qt,Λt,H0(t),H1(t)) (21)
= −αtr(Y>Z) + βtr(ZLXZ>) + tr(Λ>1(t)Z) +
ρ1
2
‖Z
−H0(t) −H1(t))‖2F + tr(Λ>2(t)Φ>Z) +
ρ2
2
‖Φ>Z−Qt‖2F
= argmin
Z∈[0,1]m×n
tr[(−αY + Λ1(t) − ρ1(H0(t) + H1(t))
− ρ2ΦQt + ΦΛ2(t))>Z] + βtr(ZLXZ>) + tr[Z>(ρ1
2
+
ρ2
2
ΦΦ>)Z]
Similar to the sub-problem (11), it is not hard to see that (21)
is convex, which can also be efficiently solved by the PGD
algorithm with line search.
Sub-problem with respect to H0:
H0(t+1) = argmin
H0
Lρ1,ρ2(Zt+1,Qt,Λt,H0,H1(t)) (22)
= −tr(Λ>1(t)H0(t)) + γ0‖H0(t)‖∗ +
ρ1
2
‖Zt+1 −H0(t)
−H1(t)‖2F + (1− α)tr(Y
>
H0(t))
= argmin
H0
γ0
ρ1
‖H0(t)‖∗ + 1
2
‖H0(t) − (Zt+1 −H1(t) + E)‖2F
= D γ0
ρ1
(Zt+1 −H1(t) + E),
where we define E = Λ1(t)+(1−α)Yρ1 to save space. Dλ(A)
= UASλ(ΣA)V>A denotes the singular value soft-thresholding
operator [30], utilizing the soft-thresholding operator Sλ(Bij)
= sign(Bij)max(0, |Bij |−λ) and the SVD decomposition
A = UAΣAV
>
A.
Sub-problem with respect to H1:
H1(t+1) = argmin
H1
Lρ(Zt+1,Qt,Λt,H0(t+1),H1) (23)
= (α− 1)tr(Y>H1) + γ1‖H1‖1,1 − tr(Λ>1(t)H1)
+
ρ1
2
‖Zt+1 − (H0(t+1) + H1)‖2F
= argmin
H1
γ1
ρ1
‖H1‖1,1 + 1
2
‖H1 − (Zt+1 −H0(t+1) + E)‖2F
= S γ1
ρ1
(Zt+1 −H0(t+1) + E)
where the soft-thresholding operator S γ1
ρ1
(·) and E are de-
fined as above.
Sub-problems with respect to Q, Λ1 and Λ2:
Qt+1 = max(0,Φ
>Zt+1 +
1
ρ2
Λ>2(t)) (24)
Λ1(t+1) = Λ1(t) + ρ1(Zt+1 −H0(t+1) −H1(t+1)) (25)
Λ2(t+1) = Λ2(t) + ρ2(Φ
>Zt+1 −Qt+1) (26)
Table 1 Details of the semantic hierarchies for four datasets that we
augmented. Column notations C1 to C6 respectively indicate the num-
ber of: nodes, edges, root nodes, leaf nodes, singleton nodes and depth.
dataset C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6
Corel 5k [15] 260 138 37 98 99 5
ESP Game [40] 268 129 41 92 120 4
IAPRTC-12 [23] 291 179 36 132 98 4
MediaMill [35] 101 63 14 52 30 3
In terms of the convergence, as demonstrated in [9], the
ADMM algorithm for multi-block (more than 2 blocks) con-
vex optimization is not necessarily convergent. Some further
assumptions about the objective function or the parameters
ρ1, ρ2 should be added to guarantee the convergence. For
example, a recent work [36] has proved that if the variable
sequence generated by the above ADMM algorithm is as-
sumed to satisfy the sub-strong monotonicity, and the pa-
rameters ρ1, ρ2 are set in a bounded range, then the algo-
rithm will converge to a KKT solution. Please refer to [36]
for more details.
6 Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the proposed method and the
state-of-the-art methods on four benchmark datasets in im-
age annotation and video annotation.
6.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets. Four benchmark multi-label datasets are used in
our experiments, including Corel 5k [15], ESP Game [40],
IAPRTC-12 [23], and MediaMill [35]. These datasets are
chosen because they are representative and popular bench-
marks for comparative analysis among MLML methods. The
features and labels of the first three image datasets are down-
loaded from the seminal work [24] 1. Each image in these
datasets is described by the dense SIFT features and is rep-
resented by a 1000-dimensional vector. Moreover, the orig-
inal images of ESP Game and IAPRTC-12 are also avail-
able. Thus we can extract other features. It is known that
the deep feature extracted from CNNs shows surprising per-
formance in many image-based tasks. Thus we also adopt
the CNN features in our experiments for this two datasets.
Specifically, the output of the relu7 layer of the pre-trained
VGG-F2 [8] model is extracted as the feature vector of 4096
dimensions. The features and labels of the video dataset Me-
diaMill are downloaded from the ‘Mulan’ website 3.
1 http://lear.inrialpes.fr/people/guillaumin/data.php
2 http://www.vlfeat.org/matconvnet/pretrained/
3 http://mulan.sourceforge.net/datasets-mlc.html
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Fig. 2 A part of semantic hierarchies of Corel 5k and ESP Game, respectively.
Semantic hierarchies. We build semantic hierarchies for
each dataset based on WordNet [17]. Specifically, for each
dataset, we search for each class in Wordnet and extract one
or more directed paths (i.e., a long sequence of directed
edges from parent class to child class). In each path, we
identify the nearest upstream class that is also in the label
vocabulary (i.e., the set {c1, · · · , cm} of all classes of the
dataset of interest) as the parent class. This procedure is re-
peated for all m classes in this dataset to form the semantic
hierarchy matrix Φ. In the same manner, we build the hier-
archy for each of the four datasets. Similar to [38], we also
consider two types of semantic dependency: ‘is a’ and ‘is
a part of’. For example, a part of the semantic hierarchy of
Corel 5k and ESP Game is shown in Fig. 2. Note that not
all ‘is a part of’ dependencies are included in the semantic
hierarchy, to ensure the corresponding semantic hierarchi-
cal constraint to be correct. For example, “tree is a part of
forest”, but when ‘tree’ exists in one image, ‘forest’ doesnt
always exist, so we abandon it. A summary of these seman-
tic hierarchies4 is presented in Table 1.
Note that in aforementioned datasets, the provided ground-
truth label matrices do not fully satisfy the semantic hier-
archical constraints. In other words, some instances are la-
belled with a child class but not with the corresponding par-
ent class. Therefore, we augment the label matrix accord-
ing to the semantic hierarchy for each dataset. The semanti-
cally enhanced comprehensive ground-truth label matrix is
referred to as “complete”, while the originally provided la-
bel matrix as “original”. The basic statistics of both the com-
plete and original label matrices are summarized in Table 2.
Methods for comparison. In our methods, there are two
places we use semantic hierarchies. One is to fill in the origi-
nal initial label matrix Y, i.e., if Y(i, j) = 1, then Y(pa(i), j)
is set to 1. pa(i) denotes the ancestor classes of class i in the
semantic hierarchy. If we do this filling in Y, then it is re-
ferred to as filling initial label matrix, otherwise not-filling
4 The complete semantic hierarchies and the complete la-
bel matrices of all four datasets can be downloaded from
“https://sites.google.com/site/baoyuanwu2015/”.
initial label matrix. The other place is to construct the con-
straint matrix Φ (see Eq. (6)). To evaluate the influences of
this two usages, we compare different variants of our meth-
ods, as shown in Table 3. Several state-of-the-art multi-label
methods that can also handle missing labels are used for
comparison, including MC-Pos [6], FastTag [11], MLML-
exact and MLML-appro [47], as well as LEML [55]. Fast-
Tag is specially developed for image annotation, while other
methods are general machine learning methods. Also, a state-
of-the-art method in hierarchical multi-label learning, called
CSSAG [2], is also evaluated. CSSAG is a decoding method
based on the predicted continuous label matrix of one an-
other algorithm, i.e., the kernel dependency estimation (KDE)
algorithm [44]. However, the KDE algorithm doesn’t work
in the case of missing labels. To make a fair comparison
between CSSAG and our proposed methods, the predicted
label matrix of MLMG-CO is used as the input of CSSAG.
The results are obtained with publicly available MATLAB
source code of these methods provided by their authors. Note
that in our previous work [48], MLR-GL [5] and the binary
SVM were also compared, but here we choose to remove the
comparisons with them, due to their much higher costs on
both computation and memory than other compared meth-
ods.
Evaluation metrics. Average precision (AP) [60] is adopted
to measure the ranking performance of the predicted labels
of each instance, i.e., the ranking performance of each col-
umn vector in the continuous label matrix Z. Mean average
precision (mAP) [29] is also adopted to evaluate the per-
formance of the tag-based image retrieval, i.e., the ranking
performance of each row vector in Z. To quantify the degree
to which the semantic hierarchical constraints are violated,
we adopt a simplified hierarchical Hamming loss, similar to
[33],
`kH(Zˆk,YC) =
1
nm
n,m∑
i,j
I
[
(YC(pa(i), j) = 0)∧ (27)
(Zˆk(pa(i), j) = 0) ∧ (Zˆk(i, j) = 1)
]
,
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Table 2 Data statistics of features and label matrices of four benchmark datasets. The column indexes C1 to C5 respectively indicate: the
dimension of traditional features, the dimension of CNN features, the average positive classes of each instance, the average positive instances of
each class and the positive label proportion in the whole training label matrix.
dataset # instances (training, test) # class C1 C2 kX , kC ,
r+
r−
label matrix C3 C4 C5
Corel 5k [15] 4999 = 4500 + 499 260 1000 N/A 20, 10, 100
original 3.40 65.30 1.31%
complete 4.84 93.06 1.86%
MediaMill [35] 43907 = 30993 + 12914 101 120 N/A 20, 10, 100
original 4.38 1902 4.33%
complete 6.17 2680 6.10%
ESP Game [40] 20770 = 18689 + 2081 268 1000 4096 20, 10, 100
original 4.69 363.2 1.75%
complete 7.27 563.6 2.71%
IAPRTC-12 [23] 19627 = 17665 + 1962 291 1000 4096 20, 10, 100
original 5.72 385.71 1.97%
complete 9.88 666.3 3.39%
Table 3 Different algorithm names of variants of our methods. See “Methods for comparison” in Section 6.1 for details.
model→ MLMG-CO MLMG-SL
constraint ↓, initial→ not-filling filling not-filling filling
without SH constraint MLMG-CO MLMG-CO + filling MLMG-SL MLMG-SL + filling
with SH constraint MLMG-CO + constraint MLMG-CO + filling + constraint MLMG-SL + constraint MLMG-SL + constraint + filling
where Zˆk denotes the discrete label matrix generated by set-
ting the top-k labels in the continuous label vector of each
instance as +1, while all others as 0. YC denotes the com-
plete ground-truth label matrix. ∧ indicates the logical AND
operator. I(a) denotes the indicator function: if a is true,
then I(a) = 1, otherwise I(a) = 0. The above equation
calculates the case that in the ground-truth YC(pa(i), j) =
0, if the predicted label of the parent class is correct (i.e.,
Zˆk(pa(i), j) = 0) but the label of the child class is incorrect
(i.e., Zˆk(i, j) = 1). This case indicates the violation of se-
mantic hierarchical constraints. Then we define an average
hierarchical loss (AHL) as `H = 1|S|
∑
k∈S `
k
H . In experi-
ments we set S = {5, 10, 20, 50, 80} on MediaMill, while
S = {5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150} on other datasets.
Other settings. To simulate different scenarios with miss-
ing labels, we create training datasets with varying portions
of missing labels, ranging from 0% to 95%. Given a miss-
ing label proportion τ ∈ [0, 1), firstly we randomly sam-
ple rounding(mntrτ) entries in the training label matrix,
with ntr being the number of training instances. Then, for
every sampled entry, we check whether it corresponds to
the leaf or singleton classes in the constructed semantic hi-
erarchies introduced above: if yes, choose it as a missing
label, otherwise keep its original value in the training la-
bel matrix. Consequently, the number of missing labels is
smaller than rounding(mntrτ). The reason of this setting
is that if missing labels could be generated on root and in-
termediate classes, many of them can be directly inferred
as positive labels using the semantic hierarchical constraint.
Specifically, given one missing label generated on root or
intermediate classes, if any one of its descendant classes is
positive, then this missing label could be easily corrected to
positive. Note that this setting is more favourable to other
compared methods that don’t utilize the semantic hierarchi-
cal constraint. We repeat the above process 5 times to obtain
different missing labels. In all cases, the experimental results
of testing data are computed based on the complete label ma-
trix. The reported results are summarized as the mean and
standard deviation over all the runs. The trade-off parame-
ters of MLMG-CO (β and γ) and MLMG-SL (α, β, γ0 and
γ1) are tuned by cross-validation. Specifically, for MLMG-
CO, we set the tuning ranges as β ∈ {0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50},
and γ ∈ {0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}; for MLMG-SL, they are α ∈
{0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 1}, β ∈ {0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50}, γ0 ∈ {0.0001,
0.001, 0.01, 1, 10} and γ1 ∈ {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000}. WX
and WC are defined as sparse matrices. The numbers of
neighbors of each instance/class kX and kC are set as 20
and 10, respectively.
An acceleration heuristic. The computation of the step size
ηk (see Eq. (13)) in MLMG-CO takes about 50% of the
running time in each iteration. However, we observe that
the step size in consecutive iterations tend to be very close.
Thus, we only compute the step size ηk once in every 5 it-
erations, while other consecutive step sizes are derived by
multiplying a damping factor (0.9 in our experiments) with
that of their last iterations. Compared to the case where the
step size is computed exactly in each iteration, the runtime
is significantly reduced to about 40% (this value depends on
(m,n)) with a negligible effect in prediction performance.
6.2 Results without Semantic Hierarchical Constraints
Figs. 3 and 4 present AP and mAP results when the seman-
tic hierarchy is not used as constraint, i.e., Φ = 0. In this
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Fig. 3 Average precision (top) and mAP (bottom) results of four benchmark datasets for methods with the original initial label matrix. The bar
on each point indicates the corresponding standard deviation. Figure better viewed on screen.
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Fig. 4 Average precision (top) and mAP (bottom) results of four benchmark datasets for methods with the semantically filled-in initial label
matrix. The bar on each point indicates the corresponding standard deviation. Figure better viewed on screen.
case, the inequality constraints (see (6)) in ML-MG are de-
generate. Then the proposed model MLMG-CO is a convex
QP with box constraints that is solvable using the PGD al-
gorithm, which is more efficient than the ADMM algorithm.
The semantic hierarchy is only used to fill in the missed an-
cestor labels in the initial label matrix Y. We report both
results of using the original initial label matrix and using
the semantically filled-in initial label matrix, as shown in
Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. With the same initial label ma-
trix and without constraints, it ensures the fair comparison
among the formulations in different models for the MLML
problem.
As shown in Fig. 3, both MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL
consistently outperform other MLML methods, even with-
out using the semantic hierarchy information. The improve-
ment margin over the most competitive method on the six
datasets is at least 5% (AP) or 3% (mAP). Compared with
MLML-exact and MLML-approx, MLMG-CO shows sig-
nificant improvement, especially when large proportions of
missing labels exist. There are two main reasons. Firstly,
there are many noisy negative labels in the original train-
ing label matrix, i.e., some positive labels 1 are incorrectly
set to 0. Since a larger penalty is incurred when misclassi-
fying a positive label in MLMG-CO, the influence of noisy
negative labels can be alleviated. However, this is not the
case for both MLML-exact and MLML-approx. Secondly,
MLMG-CO does not give any bias to missing labels. In con-
trast, missing labels are encouraged to be intermediate val-
ues between negative and positive labels in MLML-exact
and MLML-approx, which brings in label bias. This is why
their performance decreases significantly as the missing pro-
portion increases.
In terms of the comparison between MLMG-CO and
MLMG-SL, their performance is similar at most cases. How-
ever, we observe that when the missing label proportion is
small, MLMG-CO is slightly better than MLMG-SL; as the
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Fig. 5 Average precision (AP) and average hierarchical loss (AHL) results of our methods and CSSAG.
missing label proportion increases, MLMG-SL shows better
performance than MLMG-CO. Specifically, at the case of
95% missing labels, the relative improvements at AP values
of MLMG-SL over MLMG-CO are 2.43%, 6.29%, 3.94%,
2.78%, 4.7% on MediaMill, ESP Game (traditional), ESP
Game (CNN), IAPRTC-12 (traditional) and IAPRTC-12 (
CNN), respectively; while the relative improvements at mAP
values are 0.68%, 1.29%, 3.41%, 3.82%, 2.78%, accord-
ingly. It is consistent with the expectations of different as-
sumptions used in MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL. As the class-
level smoothness used in MLMG-CO is derived from the
initial label matrix, when massive missing labels exist, the
obtained smoothness is likely to be inaccurate; in contrast,
the sparse and low rank decomposition used in MLMG-SL
is independent of the initial label matrix, thus it will not
be influenced by the increased missing labels. Note that on
Corel 5k, due to the extremely sparse positive labels in the
label matrix (see the positive proportions in Table 2), the
SVD step in MLMG-SL algorithm cannot lead to the valid
solution, thus the results of MLMG-SL are not reported. Be-
sides, the high memory requirements of MLML-exact and
MLML-approx preclude running them on MediaMill data.
The results of using the filled-in initial label matrix are
shown in Fig. 4. Similarly, both MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL
show much better performance than other compared meth-
ods. At the case of 95% missing labels, the relative im-
provements at AP values of MLMG-SL over MLMG-CO
are 6.38%, 0.23%,−0.87%, 2.76%, 1.43% on MediaMill,
ESP Game (traditional), ESP Game (CNN), IAPRTC-12 (tra-
ditional) and IAPRTC-12 (CNN), respectively; while the rel-
ative improvements at mAP values are 2.91%,−1.44%, 1.73
%, 8.51%, 7.12%, accordingly.
Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, it is easy to see that the perfor-
mance of most methods are significantly improved of using
the filled-in initial label matrix over using the original initial
label matrix. The main reason is that the performance of any
models will be significantly influenced by the noisy labels
(i.e., the ground-truth positive labels are incorrectly set as
negative labels in the original initial label matrix). It verifies
the contribution of the augmented ground-truth label matrix
using our constructed semantic hierarchies.
6.3 Results with Semantic Hierarchical Constraints
The results of utilizing the semantic hierarchy are shown in
Fig. 5. To highlight the influence of semantic hierarchical
constraints, here we again report the results of MLMG-CO,
MLMG-CO + filling, MLMG-SL and MLMG-SL + filling,
which have been presented in Section 6.2.
Comparison among four variants of MLMG-CO. In Fig.
5, the results of four variants of MLMG-CO are denoted
using the lines with the ◦ mark, but with different colors.
The results of MLMG-CO are much inferior to those of the
other three variants, because the semantic hierarchy is nei-
ther used in the initial label matrix, nor as constraints during
the optimization. This demonstrates the importance of the
semantic hierarchy. MLMG-CO + filling and MLMG-CO
+ constraint show the similar performance evaluated by AP
and mAP. For MLMG-CO + constraint, although there are
many noisy labels in the initial label matrix, the constraint
during the optimization can correct the noisy labels to a large
extent, to achieve the similar ranking (AP and mAP) perfor-
mance with MLMG-CO + filling. However, the AHL val-
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ues of MLMG-CO + constraint are always 0, while those of
MLMG-CO + filling are always positive. This tells that the
tag ranking list for each instance produced by MLMG-CO
+ constraint is semantically consistent, while that produced
by MLMG-CO + filling is partially inconsistent with the se-
mantic hierarchical constraint, i.e., some children tags are
ranked higher than their ancestor tags. These two points ver-
ify the efficacy of embedding the semantic hierarchy as the
linear constraint.
MLMG-CO + filling + constraint shows the best results
among four variants at most cases. It not only gives the high-
est AP and mAP values, but also the semantically consistent
results. This demonstrates that both filling and constraint
contribute to the performance. Note that the improvements
of AP values of the other three variants over MLMG-CO
are larger than the improvements of mAP values. The main
reason is that both filling and constraint directly influence
the labels in each column, and AP measures the label rank-
ing performance in each column. In contrast, the row rank-
ing, which is measured by mAP, is indirectly influenced by
filling and constraint through the label propagation on the
mixed dependency graph.
Comparison among four variants of MLMG-SL. In Fig.
5, the results of four variants of MLMG-CO are denoted us-
ing the lines with the . mark, but with different colors. Sim-
ilar with the above comparison about MLMG-CO, MLMG-
SL shows the worst performance among its four variants;
MLMG-SL + filling and MLMG-SL + constraint show sim-
ilar performance in most cases; MLMG-SL + filling + con-
straint shows the best performance.
Comparison betweenMLMG-CO andMLMG-SL. In Fig.
5, the corresponding variants of MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL
are denoted as lines with the same color, but with different
marks (◦ and . respectively, see the same column of the leg-
end). Similar with the comparison between MLMG-CO and
MLMG-SL shown in Section 6.2, on most datasets, MLMG-
CO performs better than MLMG-SL when the missing label
proportion is small, while worse when the missing label pro-
portion increases.
Comparison betweenMLMG-CO+constraint and CSSAG.
Based on the input continuous labels produced by MLMG-
CO, CSSAG will change continuous labels to binary ones
according to the semantic hierarchy and the predefined num-
ber of positive labels. Consequently, the AP results of the
discrete outputs of CSSAG are similar to the AP values of
MLMG-CO. But the mAP values of CSSAG are much lower
than that of MLMG-CO. We think the reason is that CSSAG
focuses on adjusting the column-wise label rankings, while
mAP measures the row-wise label ranking performance. More-
over, although CSSAG ensures that there are no inconsistent
labels in its binary label matrix, it cannot provide a consis-
tent continuous label ranking. In contrast, ML-MG can sat-
isfy these two conditions simultaneously. This comparison
demonstrates that using the semantic hierarchy as constraint
during optimization (as did in MLMG-CO + constraint) is
more effective than using it as the constraint in the post-
processing step (as did in CSSAG).
6.4 Evaluation of Semi-supervised Multi-label Learning
In above experiments, missing labels are randomly gener-
ated across different training instances and different classes.
A special case is that some training instances are fully anno-
tated, while other training instances are totally unlabelled,
referred to as semi-supervised multi-label learning (SSML)
[10]. Our proposed model can naturally handle SSML. In
contrast, not all compared multi-label models that handle
missing labels can exploit totally unlabelled images, such
as FastTag [11]. Here we provide a further evaluation of our
proposed methods in the SSML setting. Specifically, we ran-
domly choose a subset of training instances, of which the
size is equivalent to the size of the testing instance set, then
hide their labels to the model (i.e., setting the label value
to 12 ). This subset is referred to as validation set, while the
subset of other fully labelled training images are called as
provided set. The equivalent size between the validation set
and the testing set ensures the fair comparison of the pre-
diction performance on this two sets. For clarity, we only
present the experiment at the case of not-filling initial la-
bel matrix and with SH constraint (see Table 3). Besides,
since MLMG-SL is inapplicable to Corel 5k with missing
labels, here we ignore Corel 5k. The results are shown in
Table 4. On both ESP Game and IAPRTC-12, the results
evaluated by AP and mAP on the validation set are similar
with or slightly higher than that on the testing set. It demon-
strates that the joint probability distributions of image fea-
tures and labels are close on training set and testing set of
these two datasets. This point could facilitate to determine
the model and algorithm parameters of our methods using
cross-validation. However, on MediaMill, there are signif-
icant gaps between the evaluation results on the validation
set and the testing set, especially the results evaluated by
mAP. This reveals that the joint probability distributions of
instance features and labels are different between the train-
ing and the testing set in MediaMill.
6.5 Evaluation of Missing Label Imputations
As transductive models, our proposed methods can not only
predict the labels of testing images, but also impute the missed
labels of training images. Here we evaluate the imputation
performance of missing labels using our methods, and com-
pare with the prediction performance of testing images. For
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Table 4 Evaluation of our proposed methods in the semi-supervised multi-label setting. ‘provided’ indicates the image subset of the fully labelled
images in the original training set; ‘val’ represents the image subset of the unlabelled images in the original training set; ’testing’ denotes the
testing images set, where the images are also unlabelled.
evaluation method
MediaMill ESP Game (traditional) ESP Game (CNN) IAPRTC-12 (traditional) IAPRTC-12 (CNN)
provided val testing provided val testing provided val testing provided val testing provided val testing
AP
MLMG-CO 0.9994 0.745 0.716 0.9994 0.4373 0.4422 0.9994 0.581 0.5887 1.0 0.5487 0.5527 0.9971 0.6455 0.6467
MLMG-SL 1.0 0.7694 0.7234 0.9967 0.4435 0.4441 0.9997 0.5965 0.5946 1.0 0.5518 0.5535 0.9997 0.6615 0.6604
mAP
MLMG-CO 0.9999 0.5167 0.3344 1.0 0.2573 0.2458 0.9999 0.4544 0.4578 1.0 0.4443 0.4412 0.999 0.5273 0.509
MLMG-SL 1.0 0.5404 0.3344 0.9996 0.2633 0.266 1.0 0.4949 0.4866 1.0 0.4472 0.4413 0.9999 0.5417 0.533
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Fig. 6 F1 scores of the predicted labels of the provided, missing and testing entries in the label matrix. Please see Section 6.5 for details. Figure
better viewed on screen.
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Fig. 7 Average precision (top) and mAP (bottom) results of our proposed methods on evaluation of missing label imputations. Please see Section
6.5 for details. Figure better viewed on screen.
clarity, we only present the experiment at the case of not-
filling initial label matrix and with SH constraint (see Ta-
ble 3). In above experiments, missing labels are generated
on only leaf and singleton classes. However, as our method
enforces that the label score of the parent class cannot be
lower than that of its child classes, the leaf and singleton
classes are at the disadvantage in the competition with the
root and intermediate classes. Thus, the imputation perfor-
mance of missing labels corresponding to leaf and singleton
classes is very poor, as they have to compete with the pro-
vided labels, of which a large proportion correspond to root
and intermediate classes. Instead, here we change the set-
ting of generating missing labels to that all classes could be
missing. Then, at the same missing label proportion, there
are actually more missing labels in the training label matrix,
compared with the case that missing labels are only gener-
ated on leaf and singleton classes. Note that Corel 5k is not
evaluated here. As demonstrated in Section 6.2, the SVD de-
composition in MLMG-SL cannot give the valid solution on
Corel 5k, due to the extremely sparse positive labels in the
provided label matrix of Corel 5k, especially when missing
labels on all classes exist.
We present two evaluations. The first evaluation is using
F1 score, on provided, missing and testing labels. Specif-
ically, we firstly discretize the predicted continuous label
matrix by setting the labels of the top-10 largest scores in
the label vector corresponding to each image (i.e., the col-
umn vector of the label matrix) to 1, while all other en-
tries in the same label vector as 0. The sub-label-vectors of
both provided labels and missing labels are extracted from
each training label vector in the binary label matrix, which
could be evaluated using F1 score separately. This evalu-
ation could clearly reveal that imputation performance of
missing labels, compared with the prediction performance
on provided labels and testing labels. The results are shown
in Fig. 6. There are two observations from the results on all
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datasets. One is that the prediction performance of provided
labels (see the green lines in Fig. 6) is always better than that
of missing and testing labels, but the performance advantage
is inversely proportional to the missing label proportion. The
reason is that the label consistency term in our model (see
Eq. (1)) encourages the predicted label scores to be consis-
tent with the ground-truth labels at the provided entries of
the label matrix. In contrast, there are no such a consistency
term for missing and testing labels. When the missing label
proportion is small, this consistency term could provide the
reference for more labels. This explains the inverse propor-
tion between the performance advantage of the prediction on
provided labels and the missing label proportion. The other
observation is that the imputation performance of missing
labels (see the blue lines in Fig. 6) is worse than that of
testing labels (see the red lines in Fig. 6) at the missing la-
bel proportion 20%, but their performance becomes similar
when the missing label proportion is large. The missing la-
bels have to compete with the provided labels in the same
label column. When a large proportion of labels are pro-
vided, the unfairness between missing labels and provided
labels may preclude the recovery of the ground-truth posi-
tive labels in missing labels. The degree of this unfairness
is inversely proportional to the missing label proportion. In
contrast, there is no such a unfairness among the entries in
the same label column for testing images, as all entries in the
same column are missing. This difference is the main reason
that the performance gap between the imputations of miss-
ing and testing labels when the missing label proportion is
small.
The second evaluation is using the metrics AP and mAP,
on both training and testing images, as shown in Fig. 7. It
provides the observation of the performance influence of
the additional missing labels at the root and intermediate
classes. Compared with the reported results in Fig. 5 (see
MLMG-CO+constraint and MLMG-SL+constraint), the cor-
responding results of ML MG-CO and MLMG-SL in Fig. 7
are slightly lower. The reason is that the additional missed
labels at root and intermediate classes could be easily re-
covered using our methods, if any one of their descendant
classes are provided.
6.6 Complexity and Runtime
Complexity. Here we analyze the complexities of our meth-
ods. MLMG-CO is implemented by the PGD algorithm (see
Section 4.1), which can be further accelerated with the fol-
lowing observations. First, both LX and LC are sparse, and
there are only nkX and mkC non-zero entries, respectively.
kX  n denotes the number of neighbours at the instance-
level, while kC  m is the number of neighbours at the
class-level (their specific values on different datasets are shown
in Table 2). Second, there are some shared terms between
different steps, such as ZBk and CkZ. Third, it is known
that tr(abc) = tr(bca) = tr(cab). Thus we have tr(A>k Z) =
tr(ZA>k ) or tr(Z
>CkZ) = tr(ZZ>Ck). Consideringm
n always holds in the datasets in our experiments, the com-
putational cost can be significantly reduced from O(mn2)
to O(m2n), or from O(mn2 + m2n) to O(m2n + m3).
Utilizing the above three observations, the actual computa-
tional complexity of MLMG-CO is OCO = O(T1((2kX +
kC)mn + 3kCm
2 + 8m2n)), with T1 being the number
of iterations of the PGD algorithm, and T1 ≤ 50 in our
experiments. Consequently, the computational complexity
of MLMG-CO + constraint (implemented by ADMM algo-
rithm) is OCO+constraint = O(T2(OCO + 2nemn)), with
T2 being the number of iterations of the ADMM algorithm.
As shown in Section 6.7, T2 is small in most cases (T2 ≤
20). Besides, when calling the PGD algorithm (for updat-
ing Z) in ADMM, T1 is set to a small value (less than 5)
and in which case the ADMM algorithm always achieves
very good performance in a few iterations. Compared to
MLMG-CO + constraint, the main additional computational
cost of MLMG-SL is the SVD step when updating H0 (see
Eq. (22)), which takes O(mn2) in each iteration of ADMM.
Thus the computational complexity of MLMG-SL isOSL =
O(T2 (OCO+2nemn+mn
2)). The complexities of MLMG-
SL + filling, MLMG-SL + constraint, MLMG-SL + filling +
constraint is similar with that of MLMG-SL. In terms of the
space complexity, since LX and LC are sparse, the largest
size of all matrices is only mn. So, the overall space com-
plexities areO(nkX+mkC+11mn+5m2+ne(2n+ne))
of MLMG-CO + constraint and O(nkX + 15mn + m2 +
ne(2n+ ne)) of MLMG-SL, respectively.
Runtime. To demonstrate the computational efficiency of
our methods, we report the average runtime of all meth-
ods on four datasets in Table 5. All experiments are run on
a Linux machine with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2680 v4
2.40GHz. In the case of 50% missing labels, each method
is run 10 times and the average runtime is recorded. For all
varied algorithms of MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL (see Table
3), except for MLMG-CO, and LEML, the number of max-
imum iterations is set as 20, while that of MLMG-CO is set
as 50. The ranks of the mapping matrix in LEML are set as
50, 50, 50 and 20 for Corel 5k, ESP Game, IAPRTC-12 and
MediaMill, respectively. Note that the last five methods in
Table 5 are transductive methods, of which the runtime is
independent with the feature dimension, thus their runtime
on traditional and CNN features is same. Besides, since the
filling variants of MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL will not influ-
ence the computational complexity, thus their corresponding
runtime is not presented. Clearly, our proposed algorithms
(especially MLMG-CO and MLMG-CO + constraint) are
significantly more computationally attractive than most com-
pared methods.
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Table 5 Runtime in seconds of all compared methods. The smallest runtime of each dataset is highlighted in bold.
Datasets
MC-Pos FastTag LEML MLML MLML MLMG-CO MLMG-CO + MLMG-SL +
[6] [11] [55] -exact [47] -appro [47] constraint constraint
Corel 5k 72.94 55.94 203.4 50.6 2.56 1.86 4.76 21.3
MediaMill 165.4 56.5 151.5 238.4 4.63 8.75 23.39 44.25
ESP Game (traditional) 337 124 638.2
3004 239.2 11 28.2 337.3
ESP Game (CNN) 1772 199.3 2164
IAPRTC-12 (traditional) 326.6 202.2 742.2
3378 238.4 11.6 30.5 158
IAPRTC-12 (CNN) 1709 271.7 2063
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Fig. 8 Convergence curves of MLMG-CO with (Top): initializing missing labels as 0; (Bottom): initializing missing labels as random (10 times)
values in [0, 1]. ‘objective’ indicates the value of the (augmented/original) functions. To save space, we hide the objective values at the left vertical
axis. AP indicates the evaluation value of average precision. In the bottom row, as the std values are very small compared to the mean values, it is
better to enlarge the figure to check them.
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Fig. 9 Convergence curve of MLMG-SL with (Top): initializing missing labels as 0; (Bottom): initializing missing labels as random (10 times)
values in [0, 1].
6.7 Convergence and Sensitivity to Label Initialization
Here we evaluate the convergence of MLMG-CO + con-
straint (denoted as MLMG-CO for clarity in this subsec-
tion) and MLMG-SL + constraint (denoted as MLMG-SL
for clarity in this subsection) using different label initializa-
tions. We only present the curve in the case of 50% missing
labels, as shown in Fig. 8 for MLMG-CO. In the top row
of both figures, we initialize the label matrix Z by setting all
missing labels as 0. In this case, MLMG-CO converges to its
best AP value in less than 10 iterations on all datasets. In the
bottom row, missing labels are initialized as random values
in [0, 1]. We repeat MLMG-CO with 10 random initializa-
tions and report the mean and standard deviation (std) val-
ues. The extremely small std values of both objective func-
tions and AP values suggest MLMG-CO is insensitive to ini-
tialization. Similarly, the convergence analysis of MLMG-
SL is also shown in Fig. 9. It also verifies the fast con-
vergence and the robustness to initialization of MLMG-SL.
As demonstrated before, MLMG-SL cannot give results on
Corel 5k when missing training labels exist, the convergence
analysis on Corel 5k are not presented here.
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Fig. 10 Some image annotation results of MLMG-SL + filling + con-
straint in the case of 20% missing training labels on ESP Game. The
incorrectly predicted tags are highlighted in red color, while the missed
ground-truth tags are highlighted in blue color.
6.8 Qualitative Results
We present some qualitative results of our method MLMG-
SL + filling + constraint, as shown in Fig. 10 and 11 for
image annotation, as well as the tag-based image retrieval
results in Figs. 12 and 13. It is worthwhile to note that parent
classes are always ranked higher than their children classes
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Fig. 11 Some image annotation results of MLMG-SL + filling + con-
straint in the case of 20% missing training labels on IAPRTC-12. All
above quality results are 100% correct.
in image annotation results, which is the result of employing
semantic hierarchies.
Note that it seems that there are more errors on color
tags (e.g., ‘colors’, ‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘green’, ‘white’, ‘brown’)
than on other object tags in the presented results in Fig.
10. We find that the low quality of ground-truth on these
color tags in ESP Game is an important reason. For exam-
ple, we predict ‘red’ in R1-C4 (i.e., the image in row 1 and
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column 4), ‘white’ in R2-C3, ‘colors’ in R5-C3. These tags
are actually correct, but they are missed in the ground-truth.
Moreover, the low quality of the ground-truth for color tags
will degrade the performance of our methods on these tags.
We believe the reason is that color tags are attribute tags,
and they are less important for human annotators than other
object tags, during collecting ground-truth tags. Unfortu-
nately, these are still many missed color tags in the complete
ground-truth label matrix of ESP Game (see Table 2), as the
semantic hierarchical constraint cannot be help to augment
the missed tags on leaf nodes (e.g., ‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘green’,
‘white’ and ‘brown’).
7 Discussions
In Section 6, we have presented detailed experimental com-
parisons between MLMG-CO and MLMG-SL, as well as
their variants. Here we give a brief summary about their per-
formance. Among four variants of MLMG-CO, MLMG-CO
+ filling + constraint shows the best performance in most
cases, as it not only gives the higher AP and MAP val-
ues, but also the semantically consistent label ranking for
each instance. Similarly, MLMG-SL + filling + constraint is
also the best choice among the variants of MLMG-SL. In
terms of the comparison between MLMG-CO and MLMG-
SL: when there are few missing labels in the training la-
bel matrix, their performance is similar, and MLMG-CO is
slightly better in more cases; as the missing label propor-
tion increases, MLMG-SL shows better performance than
MLMG-CO in most cases. The main reason is the class-level
smoothness assumption used in MLMG-CO is significantly
influenced by missing labels, and when the missing label
proportion is large, the derived smoothness is possible to be
inaccurate. In contrast, the sparse and low rank decomposi-
tion used in MLMG-SL is independent with missing labels.
Besides, as shown in Section 6.6, MLMG-SL is of the higher
computational cost than MLMG-CO. Thus, our suggestion
is: when few missing labels occur in the training label ma-
trix, MLMG-CO + filling + constraint is the better choice;
when many missing labels exist, MLMG-SL + filling + con-
straint is preferred.
Here we also present a discussion about the advantages
and limitations of our propose methods. Both MLMG-CO
and MLMG-SL are transductive models, as they propagate
the label information between training and testing instances
through the instance-level label dependency, and directly pre-
dict the label matrix, without a parametric classifier. In ex-
periments we find that the instance-level label dependency
contributes a lot to the prediction performance. However,
when handling new testing images, the whole set of train-
ing images have to be exploited. Thus it is difficult to apply
to very large scale or streaming datasets, which is the main
limitation of transductive models. In contrast, the inductive
model with a parametric classifier is easy to predict the la-
bels of new testing instances, thus it is applicable for very
large scale or streaming datasets. However, the label depen-
dency among instances is ignored, and the prediction per-
formance may degrade. Besides, as there are much more pa-
rameters of the parametric classifier, it requires more train-
ing instances to achieve satisfied performance. In short, the
proposed transductive models evaluated in this manuscript
show very superior performance on modest sized datasets,
but it is not suitable for very large scale or streaming datasets;
the inductive model is suitable for large scale or streaming
datasets, but with the possible performance degradation due
to the removal of the instance-level label dependency. The
best approach is combining their advantages into one uni-
fied model, while alleviating their limitations. One attempt
has been proposed in one of our previous work [50]. The
main idea is to replace each entry of the label matrix Z by a
parametric mapping function, i.e., Zij = f(w>i xj), where
wi indicates the parameter vector corresponding to the clas-
sifier of class i. Its computational cost is much higher than
that of our proposed methods in this manuscript. It deserves
more efforts to find a better approach to combine the ad-
vantages of transductive and inductive models together, to
achieve the better trade-off between the efficacy and effi-
ciency.
8 Conclusions
This work has proposed a novel model to handle the problem
of multi-label learning with missing labels (MLML). A uni-
fied network of label dependencies is built based on a mixed
dependency graph to propagate the label information from
provided labels to missing labels. We construct two types of
mixed dependency graphs, including the mixed graph with
co-occurrence (MG-CO) and that with sparse and low rank
decomposition (MG-SL). Both MG-CO and MG-SL utilize
the ins- tance-level similarity as undirected edges to con-
nect the label nodes across different instances, as well as
the semantic hierarchy as directed edges to connect differ-
ent classes. Additionally, another pairwise label dependency
called class co-occurrence is also used in MLMG-CO to
connect the label nodes corresponding to the same instance.
In contrast, the high-order label dependency through sparse
and low rank decomposition of the whole label matrix is
adopted in MLMG-SL to implicitly connect all classes to-
gether. Based on this two mixed dependency graphs respec-
tively, the MLML problem is formulated as two convex op-
timization problems, both of which can be efficiently solved
by the ADMM algorithm. Due to the joint utilization of the
instance-level and class-level label dependency, our meth-
ods can simultaneously output the image annotation and the
tag-based image retrieval results. Experimental evaluations
on four benchmark datasets have demonstrated the superior
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Fig. 12 Some tag-based image retrieval results of MLMG-SL + filling + constraint on ESP Game.
Fig. 13 Some tag-based image retrieval results of MLMG-SL + filling + constraint on IAPRTC-12.
performance of our methods against state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Moreover, we contribute manually generated semantic
hierarchies, as well as the corresponding semantically aug-
mented ground-truth label matrices, for four popular bench-
mark datasets, which will be beneficial to the research com-
munity at large. These semantic hierarchies, augmented gro-
und-truths and the codes of the proposed methods will be
available at https://sites.google.com/site/baoyuanwu2015/.
A Convexity proof
For clarity and continuity, we rewrite the continuous optimization prob-
lem of MLMG-CO here,
min
Z
f1(Z) = −tr(Y>Z) + βtr(ZLXZ>) + γtr(Z>LCZ),
s.t. Z ∈ [0, 1]m×n, Φ>Z ≥ 0. (28)
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Firstly we introduce the following vector variables:
z = vec(Z) = [Z11, . . . ,Zm1, . . . ,Zmn]> ∈ {−1,+1}mn×1,
y = vec(Y) = [Y11, . . . ,Ym1, . . . ,Ymn]> ∈ {−1, 0,+1}mn,
W = β ·W>X ⊗ Im + γ · In ⊗WC ∈ Rmn×mn,
L = β · L>X ⊗ Im + γ · In ⊗ LC ∈ Rmn×mn,
Φ = Φ⊗ In,
where⊗ indicates the Kronecker product [56]. Then Problem (28) can
be transformed to its equivalent vector based formulation, as follows:
argmin
z
f2(z) = −y>z+ z>Lz, (29)
s.t. z ∈ [0, 1]mn×1, Φ>z ≥ 0.
Lemma 1 L is positive semi-definite (PSD).
Proof Given two square matrix A ∈ Rn1×n1 and B ∈ Rn2×n2 ,
their eigenvalues are denoted as λ1, . . . , λn1 and µ1, . . . , µn2 . Ac-
cording to the property of Kronecker product, the eigenvalues ofA⊗B
are λiµj , i = 1, . . . , n1; j = 1, . . . , n2. L>X is PSD and Im is posi-
tive definite (PD). Obviously all eigenvalues of L>X⊗Im are non-zero
values, so L>X ⊗ Im is a PSD matrix. Similarly we can obtain that
In ⊗ LC is also PSD. Finally, as L is the positive weighted linear
combination of two PSD matrices, it is easy to conclude that L is a
PSD matrix.
Proposition 1 Problem (28) is convex.
Proof The Hessian of the objective function in (29) with respect to z
is L, which has been proven to be a PSD matrix in Lemma 1. Thus,
the objective function (29) is a convex function in z. The box and lin-
ear inequality constraints lead to a convex feasible solution space (that
satisfies Slater’s condition), so it is easy to conclude that Problem (29)
is a convex optimization problem. Finally, as Problems (28) and (29)
are equivalent, thus Problem (28) is a convex problem.
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